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Context
Software is (among others) susceptible to code manipulation/tampering attacks from attackers
who have full control over the execution environment (Man-at-the-End) [1]. Against such attacks
there exist a multitude of integrity protection (tamper-proofing) techniques. These techniques
rely on code instrumentation to inject protection routines/guards into programs.
However, code instrumentation leaves recognizable patterns in the protected binaries that
could potentially single out protection routines [2]. To mitigate pattern-based attacks, we
inevitably have to utilize diversification obfuscation [3] on protection guards. How effectively
such diversified guards can counter pattern-based attacks is questionable.
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Goal
The goal of this thesis is to measure the effectiveness of obfuscation in countering patternbased attacks on integrity protection guards. We base our study on guards that are generated
by our SIP-toolchain1 (namely, CFI [4], SC [5], OH [6] and SROH protection techniques).
The student will first try to identify patterns in protected binaries for each protection techniques. The effectiveness of pattern matching is then recorded as the baseline of the study.
Thereafter, a dataset of obfuscated guards is generated. We use the obfuscation techniques
available in Obfuscator-LLVM (https://github.com/obfuscator-llvm/) and Virt.SC (internal tool) to create the dataset. Each guard shall be obfuscated with all combinations of the
available obfuscation techniques with enough number of iterations such that enough samples
of each combination is observed.
We expect that the primitive pattern-based attacks will fail to recognize and identify any
obfuscated guards. Consequently, we plan to utilize machine learning techniques, in a manner
similar to [7], to identify the utilization of obfuscation to protect the guards and to localize
the guard themselves within a given binary. To make a robust conclusion about the machine
learning techniques that can be used to effectively tackle the problem at hand, we plan on
comparing the performances of different techniques (e.g., extracted features, feature pre-/postprocessing techniques, classification algorithms, etc.), against binaries of different sizes and
complexities, protected with different guards and obfuscation techniques.

Working Plan

Deliverables
• Docker container able to run a demo of the implementation, including instructions on how
to run the demo
• The container should also include the source code of the implementation
• Technical report with comprehensive documentation of the implementation, (i.e., design
decision, architecture description, API description and usage instructions)
• Final thesis report written in accordance with TUM guidelines
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